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McKeany-Flavell
Ingredient Intelligence Platform

Boost your commodity ingredient IQ
Learn more at mckeany-flavell.com

Supply chain 
roundtable

Expert analysts

Kevin Combs, Craig Ruffolo, Nicole 

Thomas, Jeff Rasinski, and Eric 

Thornton tackle the supply chain  

crisis in a roundtable discussion. 

They will reveal their latest 

observations, opinions, strategies,  

and recommendations in an open 

forum while providing insights and 

answers to audience questions.
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VIRTUAL
Can’t make it to Chicago due to 
conflicts or travel restrictions?  
No worries! You can still attend the 
seminar through McKeany-Flavell’s 
Seminar Stream, live on the day of 
the event.

Visit mckeany-flavell.com for more 
information and to register online.
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Risk Management: Inflation is not a new game, but it certainly adds twists and turns to 
your strategy. Inflation’s pressure on the economy is seeming more than just “transitory,” 
and the Federal Reserve began to address it at last November’s FOMC meeting. But is 
the Fed already behind the curve of a bullish commodity super-cycle? We will address how 

commodity inflation may change your plays in 2022 and beyond.   

Presented by Shawn Bingham

Sugar: Historically, the sugar market could be considered a classic board game:  
A mostly unchanging board with few updates, allowing a basic, consistent strategy. But 
times change, and the game’s rules can be rewritten quickly and create chaos. Throw in 
a few hurricanes, fires, and a global pandemic, and see what that does to your tried-and-

true strategies. In this session, we’ll walk you through changes in the sugar market game and preview 
some new game pieces that may help you navigate potential roadblocks and disruptions. And we’ll 
ask the question: Will anyone drop the magical “USDA increases raw sugar TRQ 250,000 STRV” card 
in 2021/22? Or is that card just a myth?

Presented by Kevin Combs

Corn Wet Milling: To adapt to the changing landscape of the wet milling game, we  
need to investigate and understand the motives of suppliers. We can compare the 
industry to the old-school game Clue. Begin by reviewing the clues: ADM invests in 
animal nutrition in Decatur. Cargill partners with P&G to produce bio-based acrylic  

acid in Eddyville, IA. In this session, we’ll use our sleuthing skills to uncover what the wet milling 
industry will do to best utilize corn grind and what the impact will be on the production mix and  
on overall supply.

Presented by Craig Ruffolo

Edible Oils: Arguably, no segment of the global ingredient market game is experiencing 
more turmoil than edible oils. A bad hand of supply chain disruptions, poor crops, 
rising demand, and limited processing capacity have coalesced to create some of the 
strongest prices for oils seen in a decade. What does the future hold for domestic 

soybean crush and oil refining capacity? Will the global production hedge recover in 2022/23?  
We’ll forecast this hard-hitting arena, including how the industry will prepare for this evolving  
situation and the outlook for edible oils price dynamics.

Presented by Nicole Thomas

Cocoa: The world has witnessed another record year of cocoa production even as 
economies are challenged by COVID-19. It has been five years since the cocoa market 
suffered its last significant deficit season, but grind is now wrestling its way back to 
pre-pandemic levels. If chocolate consumption expands further in 2022, production 

stalls on deforestation concerns, and we witness suboptimal growing conditions and yield cycles, 
then we could see the largest deficit since 2015/16. Fund investment in commodities as an inflation 
hedge could leave buyers to navigate heightened price volatility. Finally, higher freight rates, chronic 
labor shortages and poor container availability are threatening the supply chain and origin processing. 
In this session, we will discuss new strategies and assess key events that will drive the cocoa market.

Presented by Jeff Rasinski

Wheat: The weather edition of Wheat 2021/22 saw U.S. wheat production reach a 
19-year low largely due to a spring wheat crop decimated by drought. As a result, high-
protein wheat has become scarce, and wheat prices soared throughout 2021 as stocks 
continued to fall. With the weather eerily similar to last year’s, how does one strategize 

and protect against what could be a repeat scenario for the 2022/23 crop? Where will wheat finish in 
the fight for U.S. acreage next spring? Is now the time for a bigger push to alternative wheat flours? 
We’ll discuss the strategy you need in this ever-changing landscape.

Presented by Eric Thornton

Ingredient buying can seem like a complex strategy board game, 

and for the last few years, our industry has been playing Buyers 

vs. Commodities – Cage Match! COVID-19 was the expansion pack 

that leveled-up the difficulty. Inflation, supply chain disruptions, 

workforce chaos, weather events, market volatility, competition 

from nontraditional commodity users: How do you set up a winning 

strategy when the board keeps shifting under your pieces? 

A new game with new rules

 Learn the new rules: Every year, more variables demand your  

 attention, from shipping container logjams to product container  

 recyclability, clean-label regulations to CBD rule changes,  

 lower-sugar sweetener blends to a frozen foods comeback.  

 You need to know the factors that really affect your strategy but  

 still avoid information overload.

 Form alliances: Relationships are key in our industry. Links with   

 industry experts and suppliers offer flexibility, supporting your  

 goals as you reposition and adapt. 

 Focus on the winning conditions: Technical market savviness is  

 no longer optional. Traditional fundamentals-based market  

 timing now shares the board with technical strategies. Quants  

 may say tech factors drive the new game, if they can be  

 harnessed. 

We’re not playing Risk or Monopoly anymore, and your strategy guide 

changes with each new edition of the game. Join our 2022 spring 

seminar for a one-day market intensive to keep you at the top of your 

game. 

Seminar presentations

Transportation, 
logistics, weather, 

and weather 
events

What’s your next move?  
SUPPLY CHAIN WOES, INFLATION, AND 
YOUR STRATEGY MOVING FORWARD

Guest speakers

Our 2022 Spring Market Seminar will 

feature two keynote guest speakers!

Our first expert will cover transportation, 

logistics, and supply chain updates. 

Our second will discuss the imact 

of weather-related events and what 

the data is forecasting for upcoming 

weather cycles.

2022 Spring Market Seminar

SeminarStream
LIVE


